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About BETTER FINANCE
BETTER FINANCE, the European Federation of Investors and
Financial Services Users, is characterized by the following key dates
and figures:
• supported by the EU since 2012;
• 37 members (national associations) in 25 countries;
• over 4,000,000 financial services users represented, such as:
• mutual fund investors (UCITS, AIFs, ELTIFs);
• pension savers;
• Individual, minority shareholders;
• life insurance policy holders;
• banking clients;
• “retail” traders;
• employee shareowners.
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BETTER FINANCE’s Work
•

BETTER FINANCE produces independent
research and position papers;

•

We participate in the dialogue with EU
authorities and EU Financial Supervisory
Authorities to promote the interests and
defend the rights of “retail” financial
services users;

•

BETTER FINANCE is the leading supplier
of user-side expertise to EU financial
services policy advisory groups, including:
•

the United Nations (UNEPFI);

•

The EU Financial Reporting Advisory
Group;

•

EU Commission, EU Parliament, ESAs.
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Roadmap
1. Central bank digital currencies: the end-users’ perspective
2. The “retail” digital euro scene:
a) Key challenges
b) Inclusivity

3. Key considerations for financial services user
a)

Use-cases: business-to-consumers and peer-to-peer

b) Pre-requisites
c)

Privacy and personal data protection

d) Guarantees - benefits
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Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDC):
End-Users’ Perspective (1)
The ECB argues that “public digital money in form of a CBDC [central bank digital currency] could
replace banknotes as the monetary anchor of today’s two-layer monetary system [cash and deposits] and
help retaining monetary sovereignty if global stablecoins became widely used”.
A digital euro which could “complement cash and be easily accessible to the public”.
In line with its wider digital finance strategy, the EC welcomed “a digital euro that would support EU’s
digital finance and retail payments strategies as an additional, innovative and safe means of payment.”

BETTER FINANCE welcomes the stated retail objectives of a digital euro, but in the same
time access to cash should remain a fundamental right for the EU citizens.
We aim to express financial services users’ needs as an essential consideration in this
journey to the new ways of using their financial resources.
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Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDC):
End-Users’ Perspective (2)
Striking the right innovation balance…
Ø A digital form of central bank money must be framed around the real needs of consumers, and be
widely used by merchants across the EU.
Ø Financial sector to bring innovation.
Ø Monetary stability and sovereignty, while competing with the advent of (private) stablecoins

… by implementing the right instrument
• Cash is a bearer instrument (offline)
•

Digital money is account-based (connected systems).

Ø Towards a digital euro that relies on both uses; or will preclude one of them?

Current debates on a digital euro must be addressed by ensuring that citizens do not bear the
burden of a non-inclusive and distorting digitalisation of financial services!
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The retail digital euro scene (1):
Key Challenges
Reshaping a public currency
As its traditional counterpart (cash), a digital euro is intended to be generally used and beneficial for
all users.

Pre-requisites for end-users
To be adopted by citizens, the digital Euro must be free, safe, accessible and discretionary:
Ø Fiduciary considerations must remain framed in terms of “public good”.
Ø It must bring a tangible leap forward in retail payments in Europe
Ø It must be non-excludable/non-rivalrous (complementary and inclusive) with the traditional fiat
currency
Ø It must bring new technological benefits to consumers, alongside financial and non-financial
actors.
Ø It must be at no costs, and effective for all basic and essential transaction services.
Ø It must be usable/accessible for those with limited access to electronic devices or less digitally
literate;
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The “retail” digital euro scene (2):
Financial Inclusion
A digital euro adapted to financially excluded people: ECB “contribution to accessibility and inclusion”
o By complementing cash, a digital euro equivalent could also bring a missing peace of the puzzle:
accompany all people into the digital age.
o Must get disadvantaged people on board (i.e., the digitally and economically excluded)
Ø Solutions for inclusivity:
• Digital euro as a ‘basic universal service’;
• Financial literacy initiatives / early adoption programmes (targeted);
• Consider offline and online options, hybrid ‘e-wallets’ (personal and offline capable – digital
wallet; dedicated physical card or device option)
Ex: Previously existing national digital wallet (ex. ‘Proton’, Belgium): expend usages and capabilities
Ø For an EU-wide digital euro, an innovative ‘e-wallet’ that is unfettered and adapted for everyday
use cases (offline & online).

... but this relates to the nucleus of the digital euro: its infrastructure!
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Key consideration for financial services users (1)
Use of the digital euro
Digital euro should translate cash's core feature (privacy) while developing the means of payment
Baseline use-cases for the digital €:

1) Business-to-customer:
1) Online payments – facilitate instant payments in an increasingly online shopping
environment;
2) Physical shops – offer an alternative to physical/virtual fiat currency;

2) Peer-to-peer: Cash dominated payments between individuals.
… and any other “innovative” models which are yet to come – FinTech innovation is
increasing.
A Digital euro can only be widely embraced if interoperable and standardized!
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Key consideration for financial services users (3)
Privacy and personal data protection
Ø Digital euro should limit the use of personal data to information strictly necessary to comply
with anti-money laundering controls – GDPR principle of purpose limitation (exclusion of thirdparty use of personal data - or default opt-out);
Ø Added value: considered as a cash-like public money, a level of privacy must be higher than for
other digital payment solution;
Ø Privacy by design as is the core feature of cash transactions (user to user)
A digital euro that is a central bank currency must be exploited under licence, with any potential
intermediary having to process the minimum information required.
If digital identity schemes seem unavoidable; a gradual threshold or – types of transaction –
certification should be put in place (buying an expensive car isn’t the same as buying milk or
bread).
An opt-in/opt-out transaction identification should be possible.
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Key consideration (4):
Guarantee of benefits
Future use cases
Ø Main considerations for end-users and for the success of the digital €;
Ø Instant money transfer with guaranteed liquidity

Innovation – sustainability
Ø Creative green incentives (offline transfers) / sustainable innovation
Ø Financial establishment to deploy digital euro technologies creatively to foster
sustainable initiatives

Don’t forget EU citizens who are not using euro as their currency!
There are still a lot of EU people who cannot benefit from a Digital Euro. They should
not be forgotten, their Central Banks should be asked to align with the ECB Policy and
issue their own CBDCs
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Thank you for your time and attention!

Alin Iacob
BETTER FINANCE Board Member and Chairman of the Association of Romanian Financial Services
Users (AURSF)
alin.iacob@aursf.ro
More information on:
https://betterfinance.eu
https://www.aursf.ro
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